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CWHO is the first health organization token in the crypto space with

a sole purpose to save lives across the globe. Our goal is to

enhance the present and form a disease free future. Can that really

happen? 

With the introduction of blockchain, we believe we can definitely

make a huge difference. Decentralization of the transactions provide

proof, buyer and seller friendly Tokenomics help to motivate a large

number of transactions thereby helping to the cause and making

ourselves future disease proof

With the surge of new virus recently, the death rate on earth was

colossal. Keeping everyone healthy can lead to a more productive

and better living world. With CWHO we shall be ready for any kind of

health disasters. It maybe the result of pandemics in the past,

present or future.  We have millions of Healthcare Specialists and

the most sophisticated Health Equipment in major cities all over the

world. On the contrary, there are people in rural areas dying due to

lack of simple infrastructure and facilities. Providing a helping hand,

responding to urgent/unexpected disasters at the right time and

place is the main motto of CWHO. 

Providing a helping hand, responding to urgent/unexpected

disasters at the right time is the main motto of CWHO. Many of us

would want to donate to the affected, but lack the motivation.

CWHO is built with trust and will be the bridge between the needful

and the helping hands. 

Mission and Vision Statement



CWHO framework is based on the Donabedian model. 

" According to the model, information about quality of care can

be drawn from three categories: “structure,” “process,” and

“outcomes. Structure describes the context in which care is

delivered, including hospital buildings, staff, financing, and

equipment. Process denotes the transactions between patients

and providers throughout the delivery of healthcare. Finally,

outcomes refer to the effects of healthcare on the health status

of patients and populations " - Wikipedia

CWHO Framework



TOTAL SUPPLY : 1,000,000,000,000,000

INITIAL BURN BEFORE PRESALE: 30%

PRESALE: 275,000,000,000,000

PANCAKE SWAP LP: 200,000,000,000,000

MARKETING FUNDING: 150,000,000,000,000

15% tax on transactions:   4% goes back to Holders

  3% added back to Liquidity

  8% goes to Charity Wallet

 

         NOT SHORT TERM, NOT LONGTERM, LIFETIME HODL

Tokenomics



PHASE 1                              
Launch to BSC MainNet and create Social Networking

pages

Submission for Multiple Audits - Techrate,

Solidity.Finance & Certik.

Apply for CoinGecko & CoinMarketCap listings

Kickstart Initial Stage Marketing to reach the target of

20000 holders by end of May

Accomplish first Charity Donation (Target $1,50,000)

Re-Branding/Design of website and socials.

Roadmap



PHASE 2
Team Expansion

iOS and Android App

Newsroom

Create NFT and Marketplace for buying Health Supplies at

cheaper prices.

Bringing Health care specialists, Social Activists and Community

Heads on board to provide services for CWHO programs.

Launch of iOS and Android app enabling donation links for

holders to donate directly to the Urgent needful

Integrating Newsroom into the app to provide latest updates and

Health protocols to be followed for safe living.

Roadmap



Roadmap
PHASE 3

CWHO Swap and Wallet

Integrating Swap and Cold storage Wallet options for

CWHO members. Providing direct links for donations 

Awareness Programs

Invite Guest Speakers from all over world to create online

streaming exposure programs for mentally ill. 



Roadmap
PHASE 4

Research and Development

Collaborate with Intensive Research and Care units to

provide funding and resources for incurable diseases.

Organ/Blood Donation 

CWHO will start an Organ and Blood Donation Camp all

over the World. 


